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A good understanding of comprehension is essential for effective 
writing and communication. The Targeting Comprehension

series teaches students how to read between the lines.

This book contains activities for Literal and Inferential
comprehension. Literal comprehension is simply what the 
text says whereas Inferential comprehension interprets ideas, 
intent or information in explicit text to make assumptions. The 
activities in this book are intended to teach students how to 
hypothesise and conclude using their personal experience and 
intuition. In other words—how to read between the lines.  

Each of the following elements of comprehension is explained 
in separate sections and use three sample text types. These are; 
informative, imaginative and persuasive. 

  Literal—understanding information and facts directly 
stated in the text

  Inferring—making assumptions based on context
  Predicting—extrapolating where aspects of a text may lead
  Analysing—interpreting the unstated notions behind what 
is written

  Making connections—fi nding links between two elements 
of a text

  Critical refl ection—drawing on own experience and 
knowledge to gain insight into characters

Also included is an assessment section for each of the six 
comprehension elements and removable answers. 

Recommended support Recommended support 
materialmaterial

Blake’s Comprehension Guide

Del Merrick’s vital reference for 
everyone who wants to improve 
their reading comprehension
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A good understanding of comprehension is essential for effective 
writing and communication. The Targeting Comprehension

series teaches students how to read between the lines.

This book contains activities for Literal and Inferential
comprehension. Literal comprehension is simply what the 
text says whereas Inferential comprehension interprets ideas, 
intent or information in explicit text to make assumptions. The 
activities in this book are intended to teach students how to 
hypothesise and conclude using their personal experience and 
intuition. In other words—how to read between the lines.  

Each of the following elements of comprehension is explained 
in separate sections and use three sample text types. These are; 
informative, imaginative and persuasive. 

  Literal—understanding information and facts directly 
stated in the text

  Inferring—making assumptions based on context
  Predicting—extrapolating where aspects of a text may lead
  Analysing—interpreting the unstated notions behind what 
is written

  Making connections—fi nding links between two elements 
of a text

  Critical refl ection—drawing on own experience and 
knowledge to gain insight into characters

Also included is an assessment section for each of the six 
comprehension elements and removable answers. 

Recommended support Recommended support 
materialmaterial

Blake’s Comprehension Guide

Del Merrick’s vital reference for 
everyone who wants to improve 
their reading comprehension

Being able to fully comprehend the written word is essential for effective writing 
and communication. The Targeting Comprehension series teaches students 
how to read between the lines. There is an activity book for Year 3, 4, 5 and 6 
containing activities for both Literal and Inferential comprehension. 
 
Literal comprehension is simply what the text says whereas Inferential 
comprehension interprets ideas, intent or information in explicit text to make 
assumptions. The activities in this series are intended to teach students how to 
hypothesise and conclude using their personal experience and intuition. In other 
words–how to read between the lines. 
 
Each of the following elements of comprehension are explained in separate 
sections and use three sample text types. These are; informative, imaginative and 
persuasive. 

 Literal — understanding information and facts directly stated in  
the text 

Inferring — making assumptions based on context 

Predicting — extrapolating where aspects of a text may lead 

Analysing — interpreting the unstated notions behind what is written 

Making connections — finding links between two elements of a text 

Critical reflection — drawing on own experience and knowledge  
to gain insight into characters

TargetingTargeting
the ultimate comprehension activity book
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A good understanding of comprehension is essential for effective 
writing and communication. The Targeting Comprehension

series teaches students how to read between the lines.

This book contains activities for Literal and Inferential
comprehension. Literal comprehension is simply what the 
text says whereas Inferential comprehension interprets ideas, 
intent or information in explicit text to make assumptions. The 
activities in this book are intended to teach students how to 
hypothesise and conclude using their personal experience and 
intuition. In other words—how to read between the lines.  

Each of the following elements of comprehension is explained 
in separate sections and use three sample text types. These are; 
informative, imaginative and persuasive. 

  Literal—understanding information and facts directly 
stated in the text

  Inferring—making assumptions based on context
  Predicting—extrapolating where aspects of a text may lead
  Analysing—interpreting the unstated notions behind what 
is written

  Making connections—fi nding links between two elements 
of a text

  Critical refl ection—drawing on own experience and 
knowledge to gain insight into characters

Also included is an assessment section for each of the six 
comprehension elements and removable answers. 

Recommended support Recommended support 
materialmaterial

Blake’s Comprehension Guide

Del Merrick’s vital reference for 
everyone who wants to improve 
their reading comprehension

  
Also includes an 

assessment section 

for each of the six 

comprehension elements 

and removable  

answers.
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Answering questions about text often means finding the answer in what you 

have read. Sometimes you are asked to remember what was in the text. These 

are literal questions.  

 Example of a literal question: 

Why was Snar stealing from the shop?

 Answer: Snar had to take something of value home. If he didn’t, he 

wouldn’t eat.

Making connections starts with reading and thinking about all the text. 

These questions ask you to think about why things in the text are linked 

or have an effect on another piece of text or characters in a story. Making 

connections asks you to think how two or more different things or actions 

affect each other.

 Example of a making connections question: 

What were the differences in the way Snar and Flip saw the world?

 Answer: Snar was looking at the world as being a desperate place. He 

saw life as a struggle. Flip saw that he had so much and thought that he 

should care for others who had less.

Snar Twerp had been dragged up, not brought up. His parents were 

never going to be nominated as parents of the year. If he didn’t bring 

something of value home, he didn’t eat, very simple really. Life as an 

eleven-year-old was a bit tougher for him than others of his age. 

Flip Snodgrass was just the opposite. His parents were wealthy and he 

wanted for nothing. A click of the fingers and whatever he desired was 

delivered, same day and with a smile. Strangely, although Flip had every 

reason to be a spoilt brat, he wasn’t. In fact, he had a strong sense of 

social justice. Flip knew that he was lucky, but for some reason, he looked  

out for people who were not born into money. 

Standing behind Snar in a shop, waiting to be served, he saw that every 

time the sales assistant turned away, another item disappeared into 

Snar’s pockets. Moving forward to be served, Snar held out a dollar for 

the small sweet he held. 

Flip stepped in front suddenly and said, “My friend has stored a few things 

in his pockets that we need to pay for. What were they again mate?”

Quick Guide to:
Quick Guide to:

MAKING CONNECTIONS

Making connections means thinking about two things in the story and 

working out how these are linked or connected. This may involve 

comparing and contrasting. This is the case in the example. The lives of 

the two characters were compared and the differences written about.

DID YOU NOTICE?

M
AKING CONNECTIONS
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Imaginative Text
Imaginative Text

1

2

What had happened recently in Kel’s life? Tick any statements that 
apply.

a) Kel was new to the sport of karting and was doing it for the fi rst time. 
b) Kel was trying out a new track which had been built where she lived. 
c) Kel was new to the neighbourhood. d) Kel’s parents had moved and she was starting at a new karting club. Explain why you chose the statements above. Use some of the text to 

help you explain.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Kel flew around the track in her best time for the morning. It had only 

taken a few laps for her to learn the turns and twists of Ridgemont’s track. 
It hadn’t been her choice to ___________, but then, it never was. If Mum’s work 

moved interstate, they … 
Kel had got lucky this time to be close to her biggest love. 
This track was laid out differently from what she was used to, but its 

flowing lines and interesting design made it fast and fun. 
Everyone here seemed so friendly and welcoming, which made settling in 

a whole lot easier. Kel heard a loud voice coming from behind the drinks 

machine.
“Who’s the new kid? Thinks he’s pretty hot, doesn’t he?” said the voice.

Source: Laser Beams, Karting Kel, Blake Education. [abridged]

Sample Activity book pages

Targeting Comprehension  
Years 3–6 NEW



 Targeting  Targeting 
    Homework    Homework

English and Maths revision for a full year

The Targeting Homework activity books provide Maths and English  
revision of the Australian Curriculum for Years 1 to 6.  

Each book contains 32 weekly units (8 per term) with activities in: 
 
  ENGLISH 

  Grammar & Punctuation

   Phonic Knowledge & Spelling

   Comprehension & Reading 
 
MATHS   

  Number & Algebra

   Statistics & Probability

   Measurement & Geometry

   Problem Solving

  
Includes  Includes  

Home Reading  Home Reading  

JournalJournal

Features are:

	 Traffic Light marking system — a simple colour-coded marking   
 system enables children to record their results and provides an  
 at-a-glance overview of their progress.

 Term Reviews — each of the 8 units is followed by a term review test  
 for assessment. Parents, carers and teachers can use these results to  
 monitor their child’s progress and identify low performing areas.

 Reading Review segment in each unit for children to record and  
 rate their home reading — no need to buy a separate  
 Reading Journal!

 Answers for all activities are supplied at the back of the book,  
 for easy removal.

 ACARA Curriculum Codes and their descriptions are provided  
 for every unit. 

 English and Maths Scope and Sequence Charts on the inside  
 covers provide a comprehensive guide of the content for each unit.
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Turns to the left are in the anticlockwise 

direction. Which angle shows a quarter turn 

anticlockwise? Circle the correct answer.

5  

6  

      /20 0-8 10-14 16-20

SC
OR

E 

Score 2 points for  

each correct answer!       /12 0-4 6-8 10-12

SC
OR

E 

Score 2 points for  

each correct answer!

7   If Toby repeats the activity, what are the 

chances that his results will be similar?

 a certain  c likely 

 b unlikely  d impossible

8  How likely is it that Toby will roll a 0?

 a certain  c likely  

 b unlikely  d impossible

9   If Toby does 10 more rolls, how likely is he 

to roll a number from 1 to 6?

 a certain  c likely    

 b unlikely  d impossible

10   If a die had two 4s on it and no 3, how 

likely are you to roll a 4?

 a double the chance    b even chance

Measurement & Geometry
ACMMG066

11 12 1
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567

8
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11 12 1
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3

4
567

8
9

10

Quarter turns

The hands of a clock move 

in a clockwise direction. 

The long hand starts at 

12 and moves around the 

clock to the right as the 

minutes pass.

When the long hand 

reaches the 3, it has 

moved a quarter of the way 

around the clock. We call 

this a quarter turn.

ACMNA056Problem Solving

Calendar problem solving

Use the 100 square to solve these puzzles.

   JANUARY 2018 

 S M T W T F S

  1 2 3 4 5 6

 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

 28 29 30 31

2  How many Sundays are in this month?  

 ___________________________________

3   Jake has to visit the dentist on 8 January. 

His next appointment is on 26 January. 

How many days are there between these 

appointments? ___________________

4   Georgia decided to have her party 6 days 

before her actual birthday so that all her 

friends could come. Her party was on 27 

January. What date was her birthday? 

______________________________

5   Lee is flying to London on 28 January.  

His friend is flying to London 7 days later.  

On what date is his friend flying? __________

6   Mia was born on 23 January. Her sister’s 

birthday is 12 days earlier. What date is her 

sister’s birthday? _____________________

1   On which day of  

the week is the  

first day of 
this month?

      _____________

UNIT 
13

If the long hand on the clock moved a quarter 

turn, what time would the clock show?  

Circle the correct answer.

1  
 

a 7:30 b 7:15 c 7:45 a 8:30 b 8:15 c 8:45

If you turned this shape a quarter turn to the 

right, what would it look like?  

Circle the correct answer.

11 12 1
2

3

4
567

8
9

10

11 12 1
2

3

4
567

8
9
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The Yolngu people of Arnhem Land in the far north 
of Australia tell a story about Walu, the Sun-woman, 
to explain the apparent daily movement of the sun 
across the sky.
Each morning, Walu, the Sun-woman, lights a small 
fire, creating dawn. She decorates herself with 
red ochre, some of which spills onto the clouds, 
creating the red sunrise. She then lights her torch, 
made from stringy-bark tree, and travels across 
the sky from East to West, carrying daylight in the 
form of her blazing torch.
As she descends at the end of her journey, some 
of the ochre again dusts the clouds to create the 
red sunset. On reaching the western horizon, she 
puts out her torch and starts the long journey 
underground back to the morning camp in the East.

Tick the correct box or write the answers about the text.

1  Where do the Yolngu people live? ____________________________________2  What do you think red ochre is?a red jewels
b a crumbly red rock used for painting3  According to this traditional tale,  what creates daylight?

a  a blazing torch
b the sun

4  Walu travels from East to:a  North
b West

Find the words in the text that have these 
meanings.
5  to move downwards d________________6  to make something  more attractive  d________________7  very hot b________________8  to make c________________9  journeys t________________

10  Which one of these is the odd word out?a creating 
b making

c destroying
d inventing11  What was Walu’s torch made from?  ____________________________________12  What does the word horizon mean?a where the sky appears to meet the land  or sea

b hillside

Reading & Comprehension UNIT 
10ACELY1680, ACHASSK062, ACSSU048

      /24 0-10 12-18 20-24

SC
OR

E Score 2 points for  each correct answer!

Imaginative text – Traditional Aboriginal tale 
Author – Reproduced courtesy of www.emudreaming.com

Walu, the Sun-woman

My Book Review
Title  _______________________________Author  _____________________________Rating

Comment  _______________________________________________________________
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Arnhem Land

Sample Activity book pages

Books 1 & 2 
COMING SOON

Targeting Homework  
Years 1–6

Books 1 & 2  
COMING SOON



Student BooksStudent Books

Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guides:

The Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guides parallel the work in the student  
books and are divided into the same six areas of study and contain:

   Essentials — a summary of the area of study that outlines the grammatical 
knowledge required at this level of schooling.

   Introduction — takes a first look at the basic concept behind the 
area of study. 

   Exploration —  suggests activities to engage the whole class in an  
exploration of the area of study. 

   Revision — contains a series of exercises for students to practise  
grammatical concepts and knowledge. 

   Assessment — contains items of assessment to ascertain a student’s  
current level of understanding in the area of study.

   Games and activities  — simple games and activities with pre-prepared, 
hands-on materials to photocopy and laminate.

  Answers — the answers for all Revision and Assessment questions.

A good understanding of grammar is essential  
for effective writing and communication.

	★ nouns

	★ adjectives

	★ pronouns

	★ verbs

	★ adverbs

	★ sentences

Also included are: 
 
      Punctuation Stops — instruction on the correct use of punctuation         
       marks in writing.

 Check Points — assessment tasks to enable teachers to monitor progress and 
intervene if necessary.

 Challenges — optional extension activities for more able students.

 Answers — pull-out answers for all activities.

Each section provides definitions, explanations, examples and activities for 
students to practise and consolidate their knowledge and understanding of 
grammar in reading and writing.

by Del Merrick

The Targeting Grammar series follows a carefully developed scope and sequence that provides  
comprehensive instruction in grammar and punctuation, enabling all students to become skilled  
communicators. The activities provide a step-by-step process towards achieving knowledge and  

understanding of the elements of grammar and their practical application. Each book is divided into  
six sections that cover the following areas of study:

Targeting Grammar 
Years 1–6

Sample Activity book pages

Recommended  
support material:



Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Books 

The Student Books follow the same developmental sequence as the  
Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Book series published by Blake 
Education. They can be used together, or the activity books can be used very 
successfully on their own. 
 
Each book contains a comprehensive description on how to use  
the program which includes:

      32 weekly lesson plans — with a variety of teaching strategies to                  
      suit a range of learning styles as well as photocopiable worksheets                  
      for each lesson.

      Word Warm-Ups booklet — to print and distribute to each student         

      with their word lists for the year.

      Blake’s Spelling Games CD-ROM — 10 exciting computer spelling           
      games written to support the lessons for each year.

      Targeting Spelling Teacher CD-ROM — with extra hands-on games  
      and material as well as the assessment, worksheets and spelling     
      corner cards to print. Includes two teacher training videos by the author.

The six Targeting Spelling Student Books support a step-by-step process towards achieving  
knowledge and understanding of the elements of spelling for primary students. 

Each book features: 

      32 units containing two word lists:

  • See & Say — these words target a particular spelling skill and  
    provide a warm-up for the activities that follow.

  • Look & Learn — contains sight words that are used frequently 
    in writing and need to be memorised.

      Memory Training — appears throughout the book and encourages 
      students to remember the words they are practising.

      4 Term Reviews — to be completed after every 8 units.

      Pull-out answers — in the centre of the book.

      Complete overview of the series is located on the inside front  
      cover of each book and includes ACARA codes.

the ultimate Spelling student book

Recommended support material:
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SEE   
& SAY

knob know write wring

knot knife wrote wrong

knit knight written wrist

knock kneel answer wreck

knuckle knelt sword

       U
NIT        20

Words with ‘silent letters’ are very old. The k in knight and the

w in write were once pronounced. They fell ‘silent’ because people 

found them hard to pronounce, but they became trapped in the 

spelling. Because what we see and what we say are different, 

we need to remember what they look like.

Silent Letters: k, w
Silent Letters: k, w

LOOK  

& LEARN clothes     wash     meant     mighty

2 Add an ending to the word in bold to complete each sentence correctly.

write The reporter is ___________
____ an article for the evening news.

knife Set the table with six ___________
____, forks and spoons, please.

wrong Tammy answered the question ______________
_.

knit Mum is ____________
___ me a warm scarf and beanie.

knot I _____________
__ the rope tightly around the post.

knob The young colt has long legs and ______________
_ knees.

knap

wrist

knee

ship

door

knock

knob

out

sack

watch

cap

wreck

knit

pocket

knight

knee

door

sword

hood

fish

pads

knife

wear

knocker

3 Join the word parts to make compound words.

Name the pictures. 
1
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  Term 3 Review

2 Write these nouns in plural form.lamb ____________ ankle ____________ family  ____________
knife ____________ ruby ____________ thistle  ____________
fairy ____________ voice ____________ monkey  ____________
city ____________ story ____________ crumb ____________

3 Write antonyms (words of opposite meaning) for each of these words.
true ____________ question ____________ clean ____________

rough ____________ right  ____________ morning ____________

behind ____________ dead  ____________ city ____________

least ____________ back ____________ end ____________
4 Colour the correct word in the brackets.In cold [whether  weather] I wear warm [close  clothes].Did you [write  right] this [tail  tale] about a dragon and a [night  knight]?

I combed my [hair  hare] and put on my new [pare  pair] of shoes.
The jockey put a [bridal  bridle] and saddle on his [hoarse  horse].
I don’t [no  know] the name of our city’s [mare  mayor].
Name the pictures. (Hint: All are compound words) 

5

Name the pictures. 
1
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Student BooksStudent Books by Del Merrick

The Targeting Spelling series follows a carefully developed scope and sequence that has  
been trialed extensively in classrooms over many years with outstanding success.

Targeting Spelling  
Years 1–6

TARGETING SPELLING TEACHER RESOURCE BOOKS 1-6



The term HASS refers to the Australian History and Social Science 
curriculum which covers History, Geography, Civics & Citizenship and,  
only in Years 5 and 6, Economics & Business.  
 
Each book contains 32 double page units featuring an illustrated  
stimulus text chosen to support a particular curriculum inquiry  
question. Student’s analysis, understanding and inquiry skills  
are tested by a broad range of questions and activities in:

  Researching

  Questioning 

  Analysing 

  Evaluating and reflecting

  Communicating

The books are divided between the curriculum areas with a  
chart with all the Australian Curriculum correlations provided  
in the front of the book. Assessment pages for each curriculum  
area and extensive answers for all units are included at the  
back of the books.

Targeting HASS  
Years 3–6

COMING  
SOON

NEW 
COMING SOON

The four Targeting HASS Activity books are chock full of fascinating facts and snippets from  
a huge variety of primary sources — these exciting and interesting texts have been carefully selected  

to ensure they are accessible and engaging to students.
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Australia’s Living ResourcesUNIT 
18

Source: Australian Geography Centres: Middle Primary, p. 43, Blake Education
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Noongar country is located in south-west Western Australia and includes the city of Perth. This region of 

Australia is known for its different landscapes. These include woodlands, swamplands, coastal plains and 

forests. These different environments mean that there is a lot of variety in the types of vegetation found 

throughout the seasons.

The tubers of this plant taste similar to 

potatoes. They are baked, roasted or pounded 

into a paste.

Noongar name: 

Kara
Common name: 

Milkmaids

This delicious fruit is also known as a wild 

peach. Its nuts are used to make jewellery or 

for children’s games.

Noongar name: 

Dumbari

Common name: 

Quandong

The red gum that comes from this tree is used 

as an antiseptic. It is also used to ease the pain 

of toothaches, upset stomachs, and throat and 

gum infections.

Noongar name: 

Marri
Common name: 

Red Gum

The sweet fruit of this plant is eaten fresh 

or dried. The leaves can also be eaten. The 

juice from the leaves is used for burns, scalds 

and stings.

Noongar name: 

Bain
Common name: 

Coastal Pigface
Noongar name: 

Biara
Common name: 

Candle Banksia

The spikes are boiled in water to release the 

nectar and make a sweet drink. The dried cone 

of the flower is used as a firestick to transport 

fire between camps.

The leaves are used to thatch roofs, and the 

resin is mixed with charcoal and kangaroo 

droppings to make glue for tools and weapons. 

The flowers are soaked to make a sweet drink, 

and the spike is used as a firestick.

Noongar name: 

Balga
Common name: 

Grass Tree

Y4-HASS_wip.indd   40
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How does the environment support the lives of people and  other living things?

Why is it important to the Noongar people to use  many parts of each plant?
                                

What are the similarities and differences between woodlands, swamplands, coastal plains and forests? 
Briefly describe each landscape.
Landscapes Landscape descriptionWoodland

Swampland 

Coastal 
plain

Forest 

Analysing

Research

Questioning

If there are so many edible types of vegetation in Australia, why do you think early European 

explorers such as Burke and Wills died of starvation?                  

                  

                  

                  

Evaluating and Reflecting

True or false?
1  Red gum sap can be used as an antiseptic.          

2  Milkmaids can be roasted like potatoes.          
3  It is harmful to eat dumbari.           4  Only the leaves of the  coastal pig face can be eaten.           5  Balga is a very versatile plant.           6  If you have sunburn, then  the quandong is helpful.           7  Fresh biara is used to carry fire  from camp site to camp site.           8  Similar environments mean that there is a lot of variety in the vegetation.          

 
A haiku is a Japanese 3-line poem written about nature. The first and last lines have 5 syllables. The middle line has 7 syllables. The lines often do not rhyme. Select one of Australia’s living resources from the text and write a haiku poem 

about it.

Communicating

UNIT 
18
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Roof construction

1

3

2

House roofs vary 
considerably around 

the world. Some 
climates will need 

the roof to provide 

shade, while others 

will need shelter from 

rain. Roof designs will 

also change according 

to what materials 

are available or 
when the house was 

constructed.

How can we build a roof suitable 

for a tropical environment?

Build a simple house frame from card.

Complete the three tests on the diary 

page.

Cut out a rectangular flat roof that just 

overhangs the sides of the house.

14
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4 Make a new roof for the house based on the 

‘information in the ‘Apia (Samoa)’ panel. 

Redo the three tests with the new roof.

What you need

cardboard, glue, 

sticky tape

natural 
materials

thermometer 
and lamp

fan watering can
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Average rainfall in the tropics is high. A good roof will keep the inside of the house dry 

and allow rain to run off. Test your roof by slowly pouring half a cup of water onto it. 

Record how much water gets inside and the condition of the roof afterwards.

2

Average temperature in the tropics is high. A good roof will keep the inside of the house cool 

and provide shade around the outside. Test your roof by placing a thermometer inside the 

house and positioning a lamp above. Record the temperature every minute for 10 minutes.
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Wind speeds can gust very high in tropical storms. A good roof will be shaped so that it 

stays on the building in a storm. Test your roof by blowing air from a fan at it. Record 

the results from the fans speed settings.
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Flat Roof Tropical Roof

Roof type Amount of ‘rain” inside ‘Rain’ runs off Condition of roof after ‘rain’
Flat
Tropical

Roof type Low speed Medium speed High speed
Flat
Tropical

A p i a ,  ( S a m o a )  I n f o r m a t i o nApia is the capital of Samoa. It has an average monthly temperature of 26 °C 

compared to around 15 °C for Melbourne so shade around the house is very 

important. It has an average rainfall of 3317 mm (over 3 m!) compared to 666 

mm for Melbourne so traditional houses often have steep, thick roofs made 

of natural materials to keep the rain out. Apia has been hit by cyclones with 

winds of over 160 kph recorded.

Time in Minutes

Sample Activity book pages

STEM  is an exciting combination of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. 

The cross-disciplinary approach of STEM provides more scope for students to develop skills and strategies  
that encompass a range of knowledge areas and to explore more fully. 

STEM
Targeting HASS  

Years 3–6
COMING  

SOON

NEW 
COMING SOON

The Targeting STEM Journals for Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 provide 42 
projects for students to work on independently or in groups using a 
range of commonly available resources. Each project contains four 
steps with a picture list of requirements and just enough explanation for 
launching students on their journeys of discovery. Each project includes 
a journal page with:  

   space to write about the project and sketch out ideas.

   charts to complete with data from the experiments.

   more step-by-steps to take the project further.

   interesting facts and trivia about the subject and questions  
   to extend thinking. 

All of the units cover curriculum content for several subject areas,  
shown in the table with the ACARA code correlations is on the  
inside cover. Many units include Digital Technologies’ activities  
as part of the curriculum mix. Answers (where relevant) are in  
the back of the book.

Recommended support material:

Unit 34 Chook ShedSTEM illo Unit 31 Walkie bot



Your local bookseller/representative

TITLE YEAR ISBN RRP QUANTITY
TARGETING COMPREHENSION STUDENT WORKBOOKS
Targeting Comprehension Book 1 Year 3 9781925490626 $14.95
Targeting Comprehension Book 2 Year 4 9781925490633 $14.95
Targeting Comprehension Book 3 Year 5 9781925490640 $14.95
Targeting Comprehension Book 4 Year 6 9781925490657 $14.95
TARGETING HOMEWORK STUDENT WORKBOOKS
Targeting Homework Book 1 Year 1  9781925726220 $16.95  
Targeting Homework Book 2 Year 2  9781925726237 $16.95  
Targeting Homework Book 3 Year 3 9781925490282 $16.95  
Targeting Homework Book 4 Year 4 9781925490299 $16.95  
Targeting Homework Book 5 Year 5 9781925490305 $16.95  
Targeting Homework Book 6 Year 6 9781925490312 $16.95  
TARGETING GRAMMAR STUDENT WORKBOOKS
Targeting Grammar Book 1 Year 1 9781925076578 $16.50  
Targeting Grammar Book 2 Year 2 9781925076585 $16.50  
Targeting Grammar Book 3 Year 3 9781925076592 $16.50  
Targeting Grammar Book 4 Year 4 9781925076608 $16.50  
Targeting Grammar Book 5 Year 5 9781925076615 $16.50  
Targeting Grammar Book 6 Year 6 9781925076622 $16.50  
TARGETING GRAMMAR TEACHER GUIDES
Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guide Lower Primary Supports Activity Books 1 and 2 9781922225641 $34.95  
Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guide Middle Primary Supports Activity Books 3 and 4 9781922225658 $34.95  
Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guide Upper Primary Supports Activity Books 5 and 6 9781922225665 $34.95  
TARGETING SPELLING STUDENT WORKBOOKS
Targeting Spelling Book 1 Year 1 9781925490190 $14.95  
Targeting Spelling Book 2 Year 2 9781925490206 $14.95  
Targeting Spelling Book 3 Year 3 9781925490213 $14.95  
Targeting Spelling Book 4 Year 4 9781925490220 $14.95  
Targeting Spelling Book 5 Year 5 9781925490237 $14.95  
Targeting Spelling Book 6 Year 6 9781925490244 $14.95  
TARGETING SPELLING TEACHER RESOURCE
Targeting Spelling Teachers Guide - Book 1 Year 1 9781921852947 $61.55  
Targeting Spelling Teachers Guide - Book 2 Year 2 9781921852954 $61.55
Targeting Spelling Teachers Guide - Book 3 Year 3 9781921852961 $61.55
Targeting Spelling Teachers Guide - Book 4 Year 4 9781921852978 $61.55
Targeting Spelling Teachers Guide - Book 5 Year 5 9781921852985 $61.55
Targeting Spelling Teachers Guide - Book 6 Year 6 9781921852992 $61.55
TARGETING HASS STUDENT WORKBOOKS – COMING SOON
Targeting HASS Student Workbook Year 3 Year 3 9781925726046 $16.95  
Targeting HASS Student Workbook Year 4 Year 4 9781925726053 $16.95  
Targeting HASS Student Workbook Year 5 Year 5 9781925726060 $16.95  
Targeting HASS Student Workbook Year 6 Year 6 9781925726077 $16.95  
TARGETING STEM STUDENT WORKBOOKS – COMING SOON
Targeting STEM Student Journal Year 3 Year 3 9781925726084 $17.95  
Targeting STEM Student Journal Year 4 Year 4 9781925726091 $17.95  
Targeting STEM Student Journal Year 5 Year 5 9781925726107 $17.95  
Targeting STEM Student Journal Year 6 Year 6 9781925726114 $17.95  
BLAKE’S GUIDES
Blake’s Australian History Guide – Primary Years 3 - 6 9781742159409 $17.95
Blake’s Comprehension Guide – Primary Years 3 - 6 9781922225429 $17.95
Blake’s Grammar & Punctuation – Lower Primary Years 1 and 2 9781922225634 $17.95
Blake’s English Guide – Primary Years 3 - 6 9781742159010 $17.95
Blake’s Grammar Guide – Primary Years 3 - 6 9781921367502 $17.95
Blake’s Maths Guide – Lower Primary Years 1 and 2 9781742159416 $17.95
Blake’s Maths Guide – Middle Primary Years 3 and 4 9781742159034 $17.95
Blake’s Maths Guide – Upper Primary Years 5 and 6 9781742159041 $17.95
Blake’s Maths Problem Solving Years 3 - 6 9781925490107 $17.95
Blake’s Science Guide – Primary Years 3 - 6 9781742159027 $17.95
Blake’s Spelling Guide – Primary Years 3 - 6 9781921367519 $17.95
Blake’s Writer’s Guide – Primary Years 3 - 6 9781921367526 $17.95
Blake’s Australian History Guide – Primary Years 3 - 6 9781742159409 $17.95
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